ABSTRACT

The Runtime Verification ECU (RV-ECU) is a new development platform for checking and enforcing the safety of automotive bus communications and software systems. RV-ECU uses runtime verification, a formal analysis subfield geared at validating and verifying systems as they run, to ensure that all manufacturer and third-party safety specifications are complied with during the operation of the vehicle. By compiling formal safety properties into code using a certifying compiler, the RV-ECU executes only provably correct code that checks for safety violations as the system runs. RV-ECU can also recover from violations of these properties, either by itself in simple cases or together with safe message-sending libraries implementable on third-party control units on the bus. RV-ECU can be updated with new specifications after a vehicle is released, enhancing the safety of vehicles that have already been sold and deployed.

Currently a prototype, RV-ECU is meant to eventually be deployed as global and local ECU safety monitors, ultimately responsible for the safety of the entire vehicle system. We describe its overall architecture and implementation, and demonstrate monitoring of safety specifications on the CAN bus. We use past automotive recalls as case studies to demonstrate the potential of updating the RV-ECU as a cost effective and practical alternative to software recalls, while requiring the development of rigorous, formal safety specifications easily sharable across manufacturers, OEMs, regulatory agencies and even car owners.

INTRODUCTION

Modern automobiles are highly computerized, with 70 to 100 complex and interconnected electronic control units responsible for the operation of automotive systems, and roughly 35 to 40 percent of the development cost of modern automobiles going towards software. In the next 10 years this number is expected to jump to between 50 and 80 percent, and even higher for hybrid vehicles. This will only be more true with the advent of autonomous vehicles [1,2].

It is not surprising, then, that the automotive industry suffers from nearly every possible software fault and resulting error. Many unbelievable stories have hit the news, including cases where cars are hacked and remotely controlled, including brakes and the engine, completely ignoring drivers input. In some cases prior physical access to the car was needed, in others the car was not even touched. Massive automobile recalls in the past few years have been due to software bugs, costing billions [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. Moreover, almost 80 percent of car innovations currently come from computer software, which has therefore become the major contributor of value in cars [1]. As software becomes more and more integral to the function and economics of vehicles, the safety and security of car software has taken center stage.

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT APPROACHES

Traditional software development quality processes rely on static analysis tools and techniques to improve the quality, security and reliability of their code. Static analysis tools analyze software code against a set
of known rules and heuristics and notify the operator of warnings and violations. Nearly all companies developing a reasonably large code base use code quality tools. The reader interested in how static analysis tools perform on automotive-related software is referred to [10]. Even with all of the resources spent on these tools, software is still full of bugs and reliability weaknesses. This may be fine when the software is running on something as simple as a cell phone, or a laptop computer that your child uses for homework, but this is unacceptable at best, and dangerous at worst, when the software runs in an automobile.

Model checking [11] is a complementary approach that has found some use in the automotive industry. While rigorous and thorough, this approach suffers from serious drawbacks that make its use impractical. Besides the infamous "state explosion" problem, the most significant drawback of model checking is the issue of model faithfulness. Models being used must be correct with regards to the system being inspected and the environment it operates in. With the complexity of modern software and hardware systems, and the (often) specificity of the models involved, great care must be taken in validating the model itself as well as the system with regards to the model. This is an extremely error prone and time intensive process.

A previous comparison of model checking to static analysis by a team heavily invested in finding bugs through model checking tools found that issues in the model itself caused model checking to miss five errors caught by static analysis, concluding that "the main source of false negatives is not incomplete models, but the need to create a model at all. This cost must be paid for each new checked system and, given finite resources, it can preclude checking new code." [12]. Besides the model, the tool itself must also be trusted to properly verify the properties over the model, requiring either a highly-audited open source tool or another source of high confidence in the tool itself.

The portability of these models and specifications is also dubious: any changes in the underlying system require a correct change in the model, a non-trivial process that must be repeated often for complex systems [11]. Equivalent specifications can thus have different meanings based on the models being used.

While this does not matter if the model is specific to some standard, such as a programming language [13], with many tools and applications of model checking this is not the case [14, 15]. So, while expressive, models can be complex and non-portable. Overall, while model checking has the potential for detecting deep and subtle errors, the requirement for a model introduces many restrictions and complexities that make the tools difficult to manage and integrate effectively into most engineering teams, restricting their use to teams with high levels of formal expertise and critical applications requiring the maximum possible assurance, thus preventing widespread adoption by the automotive industry as a whole.

ENABLING SAFETY STANDARDIZATION Another hurdle on the path to greater automotive safety is the lack of standardized automotive safety specifications. Because many specifications are informally expressed and never formalized, communication between Tier 1 suppliers and their OEM partners is often incomplete with regards to safety, producing components that may behave unpredictably in the system as a whole. Moreover, formalizations that exist tend to be difficult or impossible to port between Tier 1 suppliers. One clear industry need stemming from verification-based development methodologies is the need for portable formal safety specifications. Specifications should be expressed in lightweight formalisms that are easy to understand and communicate, and should stay separate from the particular verification approach that is employed for their checking.

The RV-ECU runtime verification approach we propose makes use of a model that is being automatically extracted as an abstraction of the executing system itself, eliminating the need for expensive, heavyweight, non-faithful or non-portable models covering all the corner cases of the implementation. This specification minimalism allows for reusable specifications that can also be used to minimally communicate precise requirements between partners and vendors involved in the development of the final automotive system.

Lastly, we observe that in currently developed automotive systems, both the safety and the functionality of the system and its components are considered and implemented together, as part of the same development process. Because safety and functionality are necessarily related to each other, this appears to be logical. However, this intermixing of safety checks in components that are primarily functional represents a violation of the maximum possible separation of concerns in an ideal system architecture, in which safety would be considered and implemented separately from the desired functionality, allowing for a clean separation that promotes both safety testing and rigorous reasoning about safety properties.

RV-ECU proposes and promotes an architecture that achieves this separation of safety from functionality in the vehicle, allowing them to be developed largely independently and easing the burden on engineers responsible for developing functionality while providing a rigorous toolset for safety checks to engineers and managers responsible for safety and compliance.
RUNTIME VERIFICATION

Runtime verification is a system analysis and approach that extracts information from the running system and uses it to assess satisfaction or violation of specified properties and constraints [18]. Properties are expressed formally, as finite state machines, regular expressions, linear temporal logic formulas, etc. These formal requirements are used to synthesize monitors, and the existing code base is instrumented with these monitors. Runtime verification can be used for many purposes, including policy monitoring, debugging, testing, verification, validation, profiling, behavior modification (e.g., recovery, logging), among others. In the development cycle, runtime verification can be used as a bug finding tool, a testing approach, a development methodology focusing on the creation of formally rigorous specifications, while in a production system it can be used as a component responsible for enforcing a set of safety requirements on a system to preserve its global safety during operation.

Ideally, developers and software quality managers would like to validate a system prior to its operation and release, in the coding and testing phases of the software engineering lifecycle. This would allow maximum assurance in the performance of the deployed system before release, increasing software dependability. However, as previously discussed, static validation methods such as model-checking [17] suffer from limits preventing their use in real large-scale applications. For instance, those techniques are often bound to the design stage of a system and hence they are not shaped to face-off specification evolution. Even when static analysis techniques do scale, they are limited by the properties they can check, and may not be able to check interesting behavioral properties. Thus, the verification of some properties, and elimination of some faults, have to be complemented using methods relying on analysis of system executions.

Figure 1 shows an example of an automotive safety specification being compiled to code that enforces it at runtime using the technology underlying RV-ECU. The specification is called “safe door lock”, and is first stated in plain English informally, as safety requirements are currently expressed. This is translated to a formal requirement manually by domain experts, as shown in the orange box using linear temporal logic: it is always the case that a valid door open event implies that there has not been a door lock since the last unlock; a recovery action is attached that closes the door when a violation is detected (violation handler).

Previous efforts in the runtime verification field have focused on the development of formalisms appropriate for specifying expressive properties while synthesizing efficient monitors [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], steering program and system executions to obtain desirable behaviors [24], combining runtime verification with other approaches including static analysis [25], minimizing runtime overhead to make monitoring deployed systems practical [22, 26], and integrating runtime verification with existing projects automatically through both binary and source instrumentation, often leveraging aspect-oriented programming [27, 28].

Because runtime verification is a relatively new field, the number of practical and commercial applications of the technology is less substantial than that of static analysis tools, model checkers, or deductive program verifiers. There have, however, been some practical applications of the theory of runtime enforcement for program safety and security [29, 30, 31], or to enforce access control policies at system runtime [32, 33]. Runtime verification has also been applied to mobile applications to provide fine-grained permissions controls and enforce device security policies [34].

RV-ECU: A VEHICLE SAFETY ARCHITECTURE

Because the automotive industry develops some of the most widely deployed safety critical software of any industry, it represents an ideal context where the benefits of runtime verification can make a significant difference. Runtime verification is one of the few techniques allowing for the complete separation of safety and functionality concerns in the vehicle architecture. Towards this goal we introduce RV-ECU, a development platform, also referred to as a “workbench” or a “system” in the paper, for checking and enforcing the safety of automotive bus communications. For brevity, whenever the context is non-ambiguous we take the freedom to use the same name “RV-ECU” for any of its components or even for other components that make use of code produced using RV-ECU.

At its core, RV-ECU consists of a compiler from formally defined safety specifications to monitoring code running on embedded control units. The safety specifications can be designed in any known mathematical formalism, with RV-ECU providing a plugin-based system to enable the development of custom formalisms for the specific automotive needs. Currently, some supported specifications languages include finite state machines, regular expressions, linear temporal logic, and context-free grammars.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the RV-ECU methodology, which takes formal specifications as input and from them automatically outputs code checking these specifications as well as a proof object certifying the
Informal requirements

**Safe door lock**
Doors should always open only if they were unlocked in the past and not locked since then; at violation, close door. ...(hundreds of these)

**Formal requirements**

\[ \forall d: \text{always} (\text{Open}(d) \implies \text{not Lock since UnLock}) \]

@violation: Close(d)

Formalize requirements (by domain experts, using various formalisms; here an interval logic)

Automatically generated

Monitor for each \( d \)

// One such monitor instance // in RV-ECU for each door \( d \)

State: one bit, \( b \)

\[ b = \text{UnLock} \lor \text{!Lock} \land \text{b} \]

if \( \text{Open} \land \text{!b} \)

then send(Close)

Figure 1: Example automotive specification being compiled into code that enforces it at runtime through RV-ECU

---

**Figure 2**: RV-ECU system, applying automatic certifying compilation of safety specifications
correctness of this code over the mathematical semantics of the specification formalism and of the underlying programming language. Thus, the code output by the RV-ECU compiler provides correctness proof certificates of the monitoring code as well as of the recovering code which is executed when the original specification is violated. These certificates can be checked in third party theorem proving software, providing the maximum known assurance guarantees that the code running on-device implements the given safety specifications and their recovery handlers.

The benefits of the RV-ECU approach are numerous. In the design and production stage of the vehicle production lifecycle, use of RV-ECU can augment manual testing, as the technique provides strong guarantees with regards to safety property violation and recovery. This can greatly simplify and speed up the testing cycle, saving many engineer man hours. RV-ECU's compatibility with many formalisms and its function as a compiler to monitors completely decouples considerations of functionality from those of safety. Automotive software engineers are free to focus their efforts on code that enhances the functionality of software systems aboard the automobile, while safety engineers can focus on formalizing and testing safety properties. This decoupling allows for the development of modular and reusable safety formalisms that can easily be shared between automotive suppliers and OEMs. This can be revolutionary, as it ensures compatibility in safety specifications between OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers. It even makes possible a standardized database of formal safety properties maintained and updated by state regulatory bodies.

GLOBAL AND LOCAL MONITORING Figure 3 shows the RV-ECU system running on a vehicle. It is important to note that RV-ECU can be applied in two places: the generated monitoring code can either run on a separate control unit to monitor the global traffic on the bus, or be integrated within an existing control unit (e.g., the power steering ECU) to prevent it from taking unsafe actions. We therefore distinguish two categories of monitors, with “global” monitors observing the bus on a dedicated ECU and “local” monitors observing the bus from the perspective of an existing ECU responsible for some functionality.

These global and local monitors can then further communicate to increase their effectiveness. When used together, the global monitors can track the state of the entire vehicle system, with local monitors tracking only the state important to a particular controller. By communicating over the CAN bus, they are able to share messages and commands, and the global monitor is able to instruct the local monitors to block or modify messages they may otherwise allow.

For simple testing and safety specifications involving one component, local monitoring can be used. With complex or resource-intensive properties involving multiple components, global monitoring can be used. A combination of these approaches can be applied both in the testing cycle and the production automobile, spanning the extremes between global monitoring of the entire system only with untrusted code running on individual components and local monitoring of specific components only with no global specifications or dedicated hardware. This flexibility allows OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers to choose how and where they apply the runtime verification technology, allowing for incremental rollouts of local monitors at first followed by the eventual implementation of a global monitor, or vice versa.

Figure 4 shows the ideal RV-ECU deployment, with all ECUs on the bus containing local monitors and a global monitor attached to the full system. In this example, no communication can flow between untrusted, manually-written code implementing functionality (highlighted in yellow) and the vehicle bus without approval from high-assurance, provably correct, automatically generated code implementing the safety specifications of the vehicle.

The use of RV-ECU therefore protects the overall safety of the system from both malfunctioning controllers and malicious accesses (hackers), maintaining a set of safety invariants specified rigorously.
during the development of the vehicle. Moreover, the safety monitoring code generated by RV-ECU uses state-of-the-art techniques and algorithms developed by the runtime verification community specifically aimed at minimizing runtime overhead.

CERTIFIABLE CORRECTNESS

As previously mentioned, the code generated by the RV-ECU system from safety specifications additionally carries proof certificates. Proof certificates are mathematical objects expressed as objects in the Coq automated theorem proving assistant [35], a proof assistant that has been widely successfully applied to detect security flaws in popular software [36], prove mathematical theorems [37], and create and prove the most complete currently certified C compiler [38].

The proof objects we provide will mathematically prove that the code we generate correctly implements the specification inputs provided, with regards to the mathematical formal semantics of the programming language itself. These proofs will be machine checkable by third party theorem proving tools including but not limited to Coq, providing multiple independent sources of assurance that the generated code is rigorously correct. Such proof objects can also be used in the context of certifying vehicle safety, with their formal rigor providing the maximum known standards for software development in the context of rating development assurance in standards like ISO 26262.

RECALLS AND RV-ECU, A CASE STUDY

One of the key problems in the automotive industry we believe will be helped by the RV-ECU technology is a reduction in the required number of software recalls, as well as a quicker and less costly response when recalls must be performed. To demonstrate this application of our technology, we consider previous software-caused recalls in the automotive industry.

We do not have to look far to find good examples. Just a few months ago two security researchers unveiled an exploit that gave them full, remote access to the CAN bus of the Chrysler Jeep Cherokee [39]. The two researchers found an unauthenticated open port on the car's Uconnect cellular network interface, and used this foothold, as well as the fact that firmware binaries were unsigned, to update the car's networking hardware over the air with a backdoored firmware that gave them the ability to sniff CAN messages.

An unauthenticated SPI line between their backdoored chip and a CAN controller allowed them to write arbitrary messages over the CAN bus. Their control over the car was near total - they demonstrated complete wireless control over braking, the sound system, the driver display, door locks, AC, windshield wipers, steering (in reverse), and transmission [40]. They publicized their research, after disclosing the issue to regulators the car companies involved, with a dramatic article in Wired magazine. A Wired journalist took a spin in a hacked car, which the researchers remotely drove into a ditch [39]. This announcement created waves both in the automotive industry and among the general public, and continues to inspire both continued media and public discussion, as well as safety legislation citation. The hack led to a recall of 1.4 million cars, the proposal of new vehicle cyber safety regulation in Congress, and a $400 million drop in Fiat Chrysler's market cap [41].

This incident highlights the deficiencies of the automotive industry with regards to safety, and the adverse effects of informal software engineering methodology on both end consumers and the bottom line. Fiat was lucky in that the two security researchers chose to disclose this exploit. More exploits along the same vein are sure to exist. How then can runtime verification technology help automobile manufacturers improve vehicular safety?

In this specific case, RV-ECU could have come into play in multiple ways. The researchers mention in their Blackhat conference paper that, to their surprise, while the Jeep's firmware update mechanism was designed to be operated via the dashboard display, nothing prevented them from sending firmware update commands over the air, without authentication. This entire attack approach would have been rendered in-
valid with one simple global safety property formalizing the requirement that firmware updates must be driven from the dashboard display only.

This does not, however, deal with the more fundamental problem that CAN traffic is unauthenticated and multicast. This means that all an attacker needs to do to gain control over an automobile is gain access to the CAN bus and impersonate legitimate ECUs. Through local and global monitors, RV-ECU easily allows the implementation of authentication and authorization protocols as lightweight formalisms completely orthogonal to the functionality of the software components. In other words, the engineers developing the code that achieves the desired functionality of the ECU need not worry about authentication, that being added automatically by RV-ECU. This achieves a separation of concerns that makes authentication and authorization simpler and more portable.

Even if the researchers found a way past that, proper formalization of vehicle safety would prevent many of their attacks from taking place, even if they could impersonate legitimate ECUs. For example, the researchers gained complete control over the transmission, and in a dramatic display of their work cut the transmission while a Wired journalist took their car for a ride down an interstate in St. Louis. This attack could have been rendered useless by formalizing the following simple and common sense safety property of a vehicle: if a vehicle is traveling faster than some $x$ miles an hour and the brake is not engaged, do not allow a shift into neutral gear. RV-ECU would ensure that, even if the attackers could send arbitrary CAN messages over the bus, any attempt to violate safety specifications would simply not work, thus maintaining the safety of the overall vehicle system even in the presence of malicious actors and commands.

Even if such a specification were not preinstalled with the vehicle, new safety specifications could cause the vehicle to be updated with the specification at a later date and protect all newly sold vehicles from exhibiting the same problem. With no impact on functionality assuming correct operation of the specification, the costs to test, implement, and distribute the safety updates would be significantly less than that of a dealership-based reflash of the entire ECU, a change directly affecting both the safety and the functionality of the component.

**A PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION**

The first step towards demonstrating the separation of functionality and safety on a vehicle architecture using RV-ECU is the creation of a real-vehicle demo showcasing our architecture monitoring a realistic but simplified safety property.

Consider the following body-related property of door safety in a minivan, with electronic controllers that open the rear sliding doors in response to messages over the CAN bus: Unless the driver has unlocked the rear doors from the global vehicle lock/unlock controls, and the doors have not been locked since, the motor responsible for opening the doors should not do so. The safety monitoring code of this property as well as its automatic generation using the technology underlying RV-ECU have been illustrated in Figure 1.

It is not difficult to imagine a situation in which this property could be violated. For example, with a malicious attacker gaining control of only the infotainment system, connected to the body CAN bus, the malicious attacker could easily spoof a "rear door open" message while the vehicle is moving at high speeds to endanger the safety of any potential rear passengers. Alternatively, even in situations where no malicious attacker is present, a malfunctioning ECU connected to the body bus anywhere in the car could create such an unsafe situation by sending a message to the motor to engage. Finally and most likely, a passenger sitting in the rear seat may (mistakenly) push the door open button, which subsequently sends the motor engage message. The last scenario above is obviously checked by almost all cars, likely using a protocol implemented in the door ECU that sends data-collecting messages to other ECUs and then sets the motor engage message only if it determines it is safe to do so. Not only that the door ECU is more complex than needs to be due to mixing functionality and safety, but the overall systems is still unsafe, because the other two scenarios can still happen. With RV-ECU, all three scenarios above are treated the same way, with a global monitor ECU in charge of monitoring the safety property possibly among tens or hundreds of other similar properties, and with any other ECU free of developer-provided safety checking code. The overall system is simpler and safer.

Towards creating such a demo, we have obtained a STM3210C-EVAL development board implementing the popular STM32 embedded architecture. We are mimicking a minimal AUTOSAR-like API exclusively for interacting with the CAN bus, and running our certifiable high-assurance code to monitor and enforce the previously mentioned property in a 2012 Honda Odyssey minivan. We intend to demonstrate it as part of our presentation in SAE 2016. Figure 5 shows our development embedded board running on the CAN bus of our demo vehicle, attached through a connection in the driver's side lock control unit.
FUTURE WORK AND APPLICATIONS

The main focus of Runtime Verification, Inc., in the near future is to gather real specifications and use cases for the RV-ECU technology and architecture from automotive customers and partners. We are actively seeking customers and partners in this space, and aim to rapidly bring our technology to industry.

One unanswered research question regarding the proposed RV-ECU safety architecture, shared with other formal analysis methods in the automotive domain, is what is the ideal formalism suited for mathematically defining automotive properties. Runtime Verification, Inc., will work with their automotive partners and customers to provide an intuitive domain-specific formal representation and associated plugin for our system allowing safety engineers or managers to comfortably specify such properties, lowering the barrier to entry for our technology and facilitating its uptake in industry. Such a plugin would likely also support the definition of real-time and temporal safety properties to fully specify the range of possible safety specifications associated with a safety-critical real time system.

As part of this process, we are seeking an automotive manufacturer or supplier willing to experiment with our technology in their development environment, evaluating the benefits of our specification language, code generation infrastructure, and the general separation of safety and functionality we provide to the specification and monitoring of complex software systems.

TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS AND DRAWBACKS

There are several limitations and drawbacks raised by the potential vehicle architecture we propose. The first is the additional communications on the CAN bus required between the local and global monitors. In the proposed architecture, traffic can be as much as doubled for safety critical messages when the RV-ECU acts as a relay point, as compared to when safety is not checked at all. In an already overcrowded bus, such limitations could be prohibitive to the implementation of our solution. To mitigate this, it is possible to monitor properties primarily locally, monitoring only properties involving multiple ECUs through the global safety monitor. It is worth noting that existing architectures also require a number of messages to be sent specifically for checking safety, e.g., the door ECU requesting data from other ECUs when the door open button is pushed; more research is needed to compare the number of messages that RV-ECU requires versus the existing architectures. In the long term, our hope is that efforts aiming to replace the CAN bus with faster and higher-throughput communication standards will allow for our additional communication without overburdening the system.

Another key technical challenge for our technology is developing a formalism and infrastructure capable of handling the real-time properties required by the automotive industry. Because we have no access to the proprietary specifications currently used, we are unable to develop such a system. We thus wish to start with an architecture capable of handling non-real-time properties, extending it with real time support as is re-
required to handle the needs of our customers.

The main risk in the adoption and development of runtime verification in automotive however lies in the development of accurate, rigorous specifications which the automotive industry does not currently have in the development process. With only a vague, often informal notion of formal system safety, the majority of OEMs and suppliers have not fully and rigorously defined precisely what the safety of a vehicle system consists of. This initial effort to formalize the notion of safety in the vehicle may be cost prohibitive and difficult, but remains necessary for the eventual creation of a system with strong safety guarantees and high assurance. We believe this undertaking will have a positive effect on the automotive industry, providing a rigorous notion and understanding of what safety means in the context of the vehicle system. This rigorous notion will help at every level of the development cycle, facilitating testing, development of new functionality, and regulatory certification.

One further and clear technical limitation of our approach is its inability to protect from hardware faults. Because our approach operates at the software level, any flaws in the CAN driver being used or the hardware of any individual ECU can still cause problems undetectable and unforeseen by the specification monitoring system. While the former can be mitigated by full verification of the CAN driver, a more traditional fault detection approach is likely more suitable for detecting faults in the actuators, sensors, and processing hardware involved in the vehicle system.

It is also important to note that extensive full-vehicle testing will still be required despite the presence of our safety architecture. The effects of our monitoring code and the effects of the interactions of the specification monitors with the full system cannot be determined without testing. We hope that with rigorous, checkable specifications and descriptive error conditions, our system will speed the testing cycle for safety requirements by allowing rapid evaluation of the system against its stated requirements. Despite this, rigorous conventional testing is still required to maintain the safety of the full vehicle system.

Lastly, there is a risk that our specifications will themselves introduce safety risks in the system: if the specifications are inaccurate, unforeseen circumstances can create unexpected programmatic behaviors actually detrimental to the safety of the system. For example, in Figure 4, a monitor could theoretically override or exclude a message by the controller it incorrectly believes to be unsafe, which would itself cause safety problems in the vehicle. While this is undoubtedly possible, our belief is that any unforeseen behaviors in the formal specifications provided could just as readily be present in the code itself, which implements informal specifications. Formalizing the specifications implicit in the current codebase rigorously will not inherently introduce unforeseen behaviors, and we expect that such formal rigor in the testing phase will actually help reveal previously unconsidered safety-critical interactions. In the cases where there are unintended interactions between the monitors and the system itself, traditional testing should be able to reveal them at least as readily as it reveals inconsistencies between actual and expected behavior in current systems.

CONCLUSION

Thus, we claim that separating safety and functionality in the modern automobile system would help find software bugs early in development, avoid recalls, and improve communication between original equipment manufacturers and their suppliers. We propose runtime verification as one solution allowing for this separation, and introduce a potential architecture for realizing such a practical separation.

We see that specifications checked at runtime can be both concise and formally precise, allowing for their development by engineers and managers not trained in formal methods while ensuring they are modular and easily sharable. We implement such a system with a practical demonstration of a simplified body safety property, and lay out the roadmap for future work enabled by the separation of safety and functionality. We discuss the technical limitations and drawbacks of our approach, including resource overhead, incomplete specifications, and an inability to deal with low level hardware faults.

Overall, we seek to develop a commercial product usable by the automotive industry to add runtime verification to vehicles, both in the testing and development cycles and in production. We intend to partner with interested parties towards the development of such a system, and target it to suit the needs of our partners and customers.
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